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1 Introduction
Minimum wages divide economists. There is no agreement about the impact of minimum
wages on employment and about the normative desirability of minimum wages, especially
compared to alternative policy instruments. For each disagreement I provide some
evidence, discuss the relevant literature, and summarize the contribution of this paper
to the debate.
What is the impact of minimum wages on employment? The percentage of
economists (AEA members) that generally agrees with the statement A minimum wage
increases unemployment among young and unskilled workersis declining over time, but
remains substantial: 68% in 1979, 62% in 1990, 46% in 2000, and 39% in 2011 (Kearl
et al., 1979 and Fuller and Geide-Stevenson, 2014).
One possible explanation for the sharp drop in the nineties could be the new eco-
nomics of the minimum wageinitiated by Card and Krueger (1995). Since then, two
decades of intensive empirical minimum wage research seem to conrm the ndings of
Card and Krueger that minimum wages have little or no negative impact on employment
(Brown, 1999, Doucouliagos and Stanley, 2009, and Belman and Wolfson, 2014, but also
Neumark and Wascher, 2008 for a dissenting view).
Yet, the percentage of economists that is in agreement with the statement remains
substantial in the light of the empirical state-of-the-art. The standard neoclassical text-
book view minimum wages decrease employment is highly inuential and alternative
neoclassical views remain scarce.1
I follow Saez (2000, 2002) and introduce jobs with two margins: an intensive labour
e¤ort margin and an extensive labour hours margin. Similar to labour hours, labour ef-
fort decreases utility directly, but it also increases utility indirectly via earnings, because
jobs that require more e¤ort are assumed to be compensated by higher wages.2
As a rst contribution I show that a small binding minimum wage always increases
employment, even if it destroys desirable low performance jobs. The relationship be-
1Positive employment e¤ects of minimum wages are usually obtained by introducing imperfect com-
petition (Bhaskar, Manning, and To, 2002 for an overview), imperfect information (Manning, 1995, and
Rebitzer and Taylor, 1995), or search frictions (Burdett and Mortensen, 1998, Flinn, 2006, and Ahn,
Arcidiacono, and Wessels, 2011).
2Wage rates are endogenous via the choice of e¤ort. There is evidence indeed that higher income
tax rates induce people to move to jobs with less amenities and lower wage rates (Gentry and Hubbard,
2004, Blomquist and Selin, 2010, Powell, 2010, Aaberge and Flood, 2012, and Powell and Shan, 2012).
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tween minimum wages and employment is not monotone however. The higher the mini-
mum wage, the more and more some individuals will prefer not to work, and employment
is therefore likely to decrease from some minimum wage level onwards.
Although this result is striking in a neoclassical setting with perfectly competitive
labour markets and therefore worth stressing in my view it has hardly been observed
before. Deltas (2007) also introduces e¤ort as an additional choice margin alongside
labour hours and reaches the same conclusion.3 Yet, in contrast to Deltas (2007),
minimum wages destroy low performance jobs in my model and therefore utility always
decreases if the minimum wage is binding. This brings us to the next question.
Are wage controls desirable? The percentage of economists (again AEA members)
that would like to eliminate or decrease the federal minimum wage in the United States
was equal to 48% in 2005, while the percentage that prefers to keep it at the current
level or to increase it was equal to 52% (Whaples, 2006).4 Among those who favour an
increase in minimum wages, redistribution is most frequently cited (Klein and Dompe,
2007).5
That minimum wages improve the well-being of the working poor may sound obvious
at rst sight, but it turns out to depend crucially on whether we measure well-being
via earnings or utility. As mentioned before, a small binding minimum wage will in-
deed increase both wages and labour hours and thus also the gross earnings of the
working poor in the current model. Yet, because a binding minimum wage destroys low
performance jobs, the utility of bounded workers decreases for sure. So, how then can
minimum wages enhance redistribution from a utility-based welfare point of view?
In theory, one distortion can counteract another distortion. If redistribution is based
on distortionary non-linear earnings taxation, then the use of other distortionary pol-
icy instruments can make mimicking by higher ability types less attractive, relax the
incentive constraints, and improve redistributive e¢ ciency. Commodity taxes, public
goods, in-kind transfers, and workfare can do the trick (Boadway, 2012, chapter 4), but
3To the best of my knowledge only one other paper by Fields (1997) shows that minimum wages may
increase employment in a neoclassical setting if there is a covered and an uncovered sector.
4The original question (response) was whether the federal minimum wage in the United States should
be eliminated (46.8%), decreased (1.3%), kept at the current level (14.3%), increased by 50 cents per
hour (5.2%), increased by $1 per hour (15.6%), and increased by more than $1 per hour (16.9%).
5Redistribution was cited by 75% of the 95 respondents, closely followed by equalizing an imbalance
in bargaining skills(60%).
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minimum wages not (Allen, 1987).6 The reason is that introducing minimum wages at
the bottom do not prevent high (wage) types from mimicking because they use their
own (high) wage to mimick low wage individuals.
I follow Stiglitz (1982) and introduce two ability types. Higher ability leads to a
higher wage rate for the same e¤ort. Because higher ability individuals are always better
o¤, society wants to redistribute from the high to the low types. Earnings, wages, and
labour hours are observable to the planner, but ability type and labour e¤ort not.7
As a second contribution I show that wage controls can enhance redistributive ef-
ciency. Minimum wages, for example, can be used to deter mimicking if high ability
individuals would prefer to mimick the gross earnings of the low ability individuals with a
lower wage rate and thus more labour hours compared to the low ability individuals.
In general, wage and labour controls like minimal labour requirements and maximum
wages can be optimal as well, depending on the combination of wages and labour hours
that is preferred by the mimickers.
Lee and Saez (2012) and Gerritsen and Jacobs (2014) also show that minimum
wages can enhance non-linear earnings tax redistribution in perfectly competitive labour
markets. Let me stress some crucial di¤erences. Both papers assume a rationing
mechanism e¢ cient rationing in Lee and Saez (2012) and general rationing in Gerrit-
sen and Jacobs (2014) whereas in this paper e¢ cient rationing follows automatically
from the choices that individuals make.8 In addition, the underlying reason why min-
imum wages can be useful is di¤erent. In Lee and Saez (2012) minimum wages allow
for more redistribution to subsidized low income workers by blocking other potential
6Allen (1987) shows that minimum wages add no value to (i) an optimal non-linear earnings tax
scheme (ii) absent other policy instruments in (iii) a competitive labour market where (iv ) individuals
choose along the intensive (labour e¤ort) margin. Conversely, minimum wages can be useful if ceteris
paribus (i) optimal income taxes are linear (Guesnerie and Roberts, 1987, Allen, 1987), (ii) other
instruments, like monitoring of job search and job o¤er acceptance, are available (Boadway and Cu¤,
1999, 2001), (iii) labour markets are not competitive, e.g., in case of search frictions (Hungerbühler and
Lehmann, 2009) and monopsonistic labour markets (Cahuc and Laroque, 2014), and (iv ) individuals
choose also along another margin, e.g., an extensive participation margin (Lee and Saez, 2012) or a skill
formation margin (Gerritsen and Jacobs, 2014).
7Full observability of wage rates avoids the so-called mixed observability assumption that according
to Guesnerie and Roberts (1987, p. 498) limits the early literature on minimum wages and redistribution.
Although extreme, it is not too far-fetched, especially for low earners. I provide examples of existing tax
and transfer programs later on that use information on wage rates and labour hours alongside earnings.
8As in the neoclassical textbook model and contrary to the current paper minimum wages decrease
employment in both papers.
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workers to enter the low income job. In Gerritsen and Jacobs (2014) minimum wages
are useful if the gains from additional skill formation dominate the losses caused by
unemployment. Finally, Lee and Saez (2012) show that tax credits and minimum wages
are complementary policy instruments. This result breaks down in the current paper.
Do there exist superior policies? Over 600 economists, including several Nobel
prize winners, support the recent proposal to increase the minimum wage in the United
States (Economic Policy Institute, 2014). Still, some prominent economists have argued
that earned income tax credits an earnings subsidy for poor families outperform min-
imum wages and should therefore be promoted instead (Glaeser, 2013, Neumark, 2013,
and Romer, 2013). Other economists claim that a wage subsidy a subsidy per hour of
work o¤ers a superior alternative (Phelps, 2013, Harris, 2014).
To analyze such alternative policy instruments, one has to add information on wage
rates or labour hours to earnings. Although the need for extra information is obvious for
wage subsidies, one could argue that non-linear earnings tax schemes are su¢ ciently ex-
ible to allow for tax credits. In reality however, tax credits are far more complex as they
may indeed require information on wage rates (Belgium and France) and labour hours
(Ireland, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom) alongside earnings (OECD, 2011).
Contrary to classical tax credits, these schemes subsidize workers with low earnings and
either low wage rates or high labour hours.
I follow Beaudry, Blackorby, and Szalay (2009) and introduce a wage-contingent
earnings tax scheme, i.e., a tax scheme that depends non-linearly on wages and earnings.
The idea to devise earnings tax schemes contingent on wage or labour hours information
goes back at least to Mirrlees (1971), but remained almost unexplored since.9
As a third contribution, I show that wage controls are superuous even potentially
harmful if a wage-contingent earnings tax scheme can be optimally set. Similar to
wage controls, wage contingency allows to deter mimicking. For example, if mimickers
choose the same earnings, but higher wage rates, then they can be taxed more heavily.
9Mirrlees (1971, p. 208) ends his seminal work on optimal income taxation as follows: I conclude,
for the present, that:
(1) An approximately linear income-tax schedule [...] is desirable [...]; and in particular (optimal!)
negative income-tax proposals are strongly supported.
(2) The income-tax is a much less e¤ective tool for reducing inequalities than has often been thought;
and therefore
(3) It would be good to devise taxes complementary to the income-tax [...] this could be achieved by
introducing a tax schedule that depends upon time worked as well as upon labour-income.
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In addition, we provide conditions that justify wage subsidies (a negative marginal tax
rate on earnings for a given amount of labour hours) and labour subsidies (a negative
marginal tax rate on earnings for a given wage rate). Although ultimately an empirical
question, the case for labour subsidies seems a priori more likely.
Beaudry, Blackorby, and Szalay (2009) is the only paper, to the best of my knowledge,
that also analyzes the optimal design of non-linear wage-contingent tax schemes.10 They
nd that labour subsidies below a cuto¤ wage are optimal in an economy with two
sectors a formal market sector and an informal non-market (or household) sector
where the planner does not observe the valuation of nonmarket time.
Overview The paper is organized as follows. Section two introduces the job choice
model and describes the impact of minimum wages on job choice. Section three looks
at the value-added of wage and labour controls for optimal non-linear earnings taxa-
tion. Section four discusses wage-contingent earnings tax schemes. A nal section ve
concludes.
2 Job choice and minimum wages
I introduce a job choice model in this section and analyze the impact of minimum wages
on job choice. Section 2.1 introduces the main building blocks, section 2.2 analyzes the
resulting job choice, and section 2.3 studies the impact of a binding minimum wage.
2.1 A job choice model
A job is described by its intensity (labour e¤ort) k and duration (labour hours) `, also
known as the intensive and extensive margin; see Saez (2002, p. 1042).11 Gross earnings
y do not only depend on e¤ort k and hours `, but also on individual ability . We dene
earnings as y = w`, with w = k the gross wage rate.12 So, individuals with a higher
10There exists a small related literature. Kesselman (1976) simulates the redistributive power of a
linear labour-contingent earnings tax and compares it to a classical linear earnings tax. Allingham
(1975), Wagsta¤ (1975), Dasgupta and Hammond (1980), and Blomquist (1981, 1984) show that wage
taxation comes close to rst-best lump-sum taxation and is therefore superior to earnings taxation.
Nishimura (2004) and Tillmann (2005) discuss the implementation of fair (envy-free) allocations via
non-linear labour-contingent tax schemes.
11My model has continuous, rather than discrete margins and is therefore closer to Saez (2000).
12Choosing a more general specication w = f(; k) leads to the same qualitative results as long as f
is strictly increasing.
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ability must do less e¤ort for the same wage rate. For later use, note that earnings y,
the wage rate w, and the amount of labour hours ` will be observable to the planner;
ability  and labour e¤ort k not.
Individuals choose a job that maximizes utility. Each job is in perfectly elastic
demand. The utility function u : (c; k; `) 7! u(c; k; `) is the same for all individuals,
twice di¤erentiable, strictly increasing in net earnings c, strictly decreasing in labour
e¤ort k and labour hours `, and strictly quasi-concave.
Two interpretations of labour e¤ort broaden the scope of the paper. First, e¤ort
could refer to any job disamenity such as stress, the risk of injury, or location that
is compensated for by a higher wage. This interpretation is common in the empirical
literature that estimates wage rate responses to tax rates (Albouy, 2009, Powell, 2010,
Aaberge and Flood, 2012, and Powell and Shan, 2012). Second, in a long-run perspective,
e¤ort could also be interpreted as educational e¤ort that increases future wages. This
interpretation is common in the public nance literature that devises jointly optimal
educational subsidies and earnings taxes (Blomquist, 1982, 1984, Tuomala, 1986, Brett
and Weymark, 2003, Bovenberg and Jacobs, 2005).
2.2 The bestjob
It is convenient to describe a job by its wage rate w and amount of labour hours ` from
now on. I dene therefore a utility function v : (c; w; `; ) 7! v(c; w; `; )  u(c; w ; `),
with w the labour e¤ort required by an individual with ability  to do a job with wage
rate w. The function v inherits all properties of the function u. In particular, because
higher wages require more e¤ort, the utility function v strictly decreases with wages.
Without government intervention, the best job for an individual with ability type 
follows from
max
c;w;`0
v(c; w; `; ) subject to c  y = w`;
or equivalently,
max
w;`0
v(w`;w; `; ).
This leads by assumption to a unique and interior best job for each ability type ,
denoted (w(); `()). To obtain uniqueness, I impose (in this section only) that the
function v : (w; `; ) 7! v(w; `; )  v(w`;w; `; ) is strictly quasi-concave in (w; `) for
each ability type .
To visualize the best job, it is convenient to introduce two related conditional prob-
lems. The rst problem is the utility maximizing choice of a wage rate w conditional
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on an amount of labour `; the second problem is the utility maximizing choice of an
amount of labour hours ` conditional on a wage rate w. The conditional problems are
max
w0
v(w`;w; `; ) and max
`0
v(w`;w; `; );
and lead again by assumption to unique and interior best wages and labour hours,
denoted W (`; ) and L(w; ).13
Lemma 1 links the job choice to the conditional wage and labour choices (all proofs
can be found in the appendix).
Lemma 1. We must have
w() = W (`(); ) and `() = L(w(); ); (1)
as well as
W 0`(`(); ) > 0, L
0
w(w(); ) > 0, and W
0
`(`(); )  L0w(w(); ) < 1; (2)
for each ability type .
Equation (1) follows from the rst-order conditions of the global and conditional
problems. It tells us that the best job must lie at an intersection of the conditional
wage and the conditional labour curve. Equation (2) follows essentially from the second-
order conditions requiring that, at the optimum, both conditional curves are upward
sloping and the conditional labour curve intersects the conditional wage curve from
below.
Figure 1 illustrates the conditional wage curve, the conditional labour curve, and
the best job at the (interior) intersection of both curves.
2.3 Minimum wages
If we introduce a minimum wage in the job choice model, then the utility-maximizing
job is given by
max
wm;`0
v(w`;w; `; ); (3)
with m the minimum wage level. Given a minimum wage, low performance jobs jobs
whose output per hour is lower than the minimum wage are not o¤ered anymore by
prot-maximizing employers. This is in line with survey evidence among employers who
13Because W (0; ) = L(0; ) = 0, interiority of W and L holds only for strictly positive ` and w.
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Figure 1: Job choice
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state that performance standards and worker e¤ort are among the main channels to
cope with minimum wages (Hirsch, Kaufman and Zelenska, 2015).
Figure 2 repeats Figure 1, but adds a binding minimum wage m > w() leading
to the shaded set of feasible jobs. Figure 2 also shows the (strictly) convex better-than
set that is just tangent to the shaded set.14 The unique tangency between both sets
must lie exactly where L(; ) cuts the shaded set, because the conditional labour curve
L(; ) provides the best amount of labour conditional on a given wage rate. A binding
minimum wage results therefore in a new best job (m;L(m; )).
Figure 2: The impact of a binding minimum wage
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Two remarks. First, binding minimum wages increase the amount of e¤ort (from
14The better-than sets are dened as the sets f(w; `)jv(w; `; ) = v(w`;w; `; )  g for di¤erent utility
levels . Because v is strictly quasi-concave (by assumption), the better-than sets are strictly convex.
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w()= to m= in Figure 2).15 In addition, L0w(w(); ) > 0 (Lemma 1) implies also that
the amount of labour hours increases (from `() to L(m; ) in Figure 2). The positive
impact of minimum wages on e¤ort and labour hours could break down however for
higher minimum wages because the corner solution (not working) may become optimal.16
So, with a continuum of types, the relation between minimum wages on the one hand
and total e¤ort and total labour hours on the other hand is likely to be hump-shaped.17
The higher the minimum wage, the more and more some individuals will prefer not
to work such that total e¤ort and total labour hours are likely to decrease from some
minimum wage level onwards.
Second, irrespective of its impact on e¤ort and labour hours, minimum wages always
destroy low performance jobs and decrease therefore utility, because
max
wm;`0
v(w`;w; `; )  max
w0;`0
v(w`;w; `; );
with a strict inequality if the minimum wage is binding. Proposition 1 summarizes.
Proposition 1. A small binding minimum wage increases e¤ort and labour hours. Yet,
it also destroys desirable low performance jobs leading to a lower utility.
3 Minimum wages and redistributive e¢ ciency
Binding minimum wages reduce utility. The obvious next question is therefore: why
should we introduce a minimum wage if it reduces utility? In this section I show that
minimum wages and wage and labour controls more generally can improve redistrib-
utive e¢ ciency by deterring mimicking. Section 3.1 provides an intuitive explanation.
Section 3.2 looks again at the job choice problem of the individual, but now condi-
tional on the instruments of the social planner. Section 3.3 formalizes the problem of
the planner and presents the results.
3.1 An intuition
To understand the normative role of wage and labour controls in the simplest possible
way, I follow Stiglitz (1982) and introduce two ability types, a low (L) and a high (H)
15Using the alternative interpretations of e¤ort, minimum wages increase disamenities (or decrease
amenities) and in a long-run perspective increase education. Admittedly, the empirical evidence for
both e¤ects is thin and inconclusive (Belman and Wolfson, 2014, chapter 6 for an overview).
16 In addition and for labour hours only the conditional labour curve can be backward bending.
17Given a continuum of types, minimum wages will also lead to bunching, i.e., a mass of individuals
hired at the minimum.
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type. I add two standard assumptions. First, society wants to redistribute from high to
low ability types because high ability types are always better o¤. Second, higher ability
types always choose a job with higher gross earnings.18
Assume for the moment that only a non-linear earnings tax scheme is available for
redistribution. With two types, the choice of an optimal earnings tax scheme is equivalent
to the choice of optimal earnings bundles (cL; yL) and (cH ; yH) subject to self-selection
constraints each type prefers the bundle that is intended for his type and a budget
constraint. Under the two standard assumptions described before, only the self-selection
constraint of the high type will be binding at the second-best optimum (Stiglitz, 1982).
In other words, the high type will be indi¤erent between both bundles.
Call (c0L; y
0
L) the optimal bundle for the low type. Because the low type can raise
these gross earnings y0L in di¤erent ways, let (w
0
L; `
0
L) denote the preferred job of the
low type to raise gross earnings y0L. Figure 3 plots the preferred job, together with the
iso-earnings curve, i.e., all jobs that would lead to the same earnings as the low type.
Figure 3: Job choice of the mimicker and the low type
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To mimick the low type, the high type must raise the same amount of earnings as
the low type. Coincidentally, the high type may prefer to mimick the earnings of the
low type on the basis of a higher wage rate and thus, lower labour hours (like job a in
Figure 3) or vice-versa, using a lower wage rate and higher labour hours (like job b).
If case b applies, then a minimum wage set above the mimickers preferred wage,
will be binding for the mimicker. Because a binding minimum wage decreases utility
(Proposition 1), it makes mimicking less attractive. The binding self-selection constraint
18To guarantee the last assumption, I will introduce a single crossing condition in the next section.
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of the high type will be relaxed and redistribution can be improved. Similarly, if case a
applies, a minimal labour requirement that is only binding for the mimicker will deter
mimicking and enhance redistributive e¢ ciency. In the next two sections I formalize the
intuition with a focus on minimum wages.
3.2 Job choice conditional on earnings and minimum wages
The optimal tax-cum-minimum wage problem of the social planner is the following:
what is the best earnings bundle for each type and the best minimum wage level subject
again to self-selection constraints and a budget constraint. Before we can describe the
planners problem, it is crucial to understand the job that an individual will choose
conditional on the policy instruments of the planner, being an earnings bundle and a
minimum wage level.
For a given ability type , the best job (w; `) conditional on net and gross earnings
(c; y) and on a minimum wage level m is the solution to
max
w;`0
v(c; w; `; ) subject to w` = y and w  m: (4)
Because the earnings constraint must be met with equality, one could equivalently dene
a utility function v^ : (c; w; y; ) 7! v^(c; w; y; )  v(c; w; yw ; ), with y=w the amount of
labour hours necessary to raise gross earnings y for a given wage rate w. The solution
for the best conditional wage, denoted W^ (c; y;m; ), then follows from
max
w0
v^(c; w; y; ) subject to w  m; (5)
and the solution for the best conditional labour amount, denoted L^(c; y;m; ), is sim-
ply equal to y=W^ (c; y;m; ). The resulting indirect utility function is dened as v^ :
(c; y;m; ) 7! v^(c; y;m; )  v^(c; W^ (c; y;m; ); y; ).
The function v^ tells us how individuals with di¤erent ability types trade o¤ net
and gross earnings under the assumption that they optimally choose their best job. So,
whether high type individuals will choose higher earnings depends on the marginal rate
of substitution of consumption for earnings according to the indirect utility function v^,
being
MRSY^ (c; y;m; )    v^
0
y (c; y;m; )
v^0c (c; y;m; )
:
If the higher ability type always requires less compensation in terms of net earnings for a
small increase in gross earnings (MRSY^ 0 < 0), then the higher ability type will always
choose a job with higher earnings.
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I impose this single crossing condition for two reasons. It naturally links higher types
with higher earnings; redistribution is then from the rich to the poor as usual. Second,
this condition implies that it will never be optimal for the planner to pool, i.e., to
provide the same bundle of earnings to the low and the high type. If pooling is not
optimal and if second-best redistribution is assumed to be from the high to the low
type, then only the self-selection constraint of the high type is relevant in the sequel.
3.3 The planners problem
Pareto e¢ cient redistribution from high to low ability types via non-linear earnings
taxation and a minimum wage corresponds with the program
max
f(ci;yi)g;m
v^(cL; yL;m; L) subject to (6)
v^(cH ; yH ;m; H)  v; (7)
v^(cH ; yH ;m; H)  v^(cL; yL;m; H); (8)
nL(yL   cL) + nH(yH   cH)  R0; (9)
with ni the number of individuals with ability type i = L;H. Constraint (7) guarantees a
minimal utility level v to the high type. Constraint (8) is the self-selection constraint of
the high type. Constraint (9) is the budget constraint requiring that total tax revenues
raise an exogenous amount of revenues R0.
Let (c0L; y
0
L) and (c
0
H ; y
0
H) denote the optimal redistribution scheme without minimum
wages, i.e., the solution to the program in equations (6)-(9) with m = 0. Let w0L, w
0
M ,
and w0H be the corresponding bestwage rates of the low type, the mimicker, and the
high type.19
Proposition 2a. Suppose w0M < minfw0L; w0Hg holds at the second-best optimum without
minimum wages. Introducing a minimum wage relaxes the self-selection constraint and
enhances redistributive e¢ ciency.
Proposition 2a tells us that it can be optimal to introduce a minimum wage, but
it does not say anything about the resulting optimal minimum wage and the optimal
earnings tax scheme. Let (cL; y

L), (c

H ; y

H), and m
 denote the optimal redistribution
scheme and the optimal minimum wage, i.e., the solution to the program in equations
(6)-(9). Let wL, w

M , and w

H be the corresponding bestwage rates of the lows type,
19More precisely, w0L = W^ (c
0
L; y
0
L; 0; L), w
0
M = W^ (c
0
L; y
0
L; 0; H), and w
0
H = W^ (c
0
H ; y
0
H ; 0; H).
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the mimicker, and the high type.20 Proposition 2b tells us that the optimal minimum
wage will not only bind the mimicker, but also one of the other types. Proposition 2c
shows that the marginal earnings tax rate remains to be zero for the rich and strictly
positive for the poor, even in the presence of a minimum wage.
Proposition 2b. Suppose w0M < minfw0L; w0Hg holds at the second-best optimum without
minimum wages. At the second-best optimum with minimum wages the optimal minimum
wage will be binding for the mimicker (wM = m
) and for the low type or the high type
(wL = m
 or wH = m
).
Proposition 2c. Suppose w0M < minfw0L; w0Hg holds at the second-best optimum without
minimum wages. At the second-best optimum with minimum wages the marginal tax rate
for the high earner is zero and the marginal tax rate for the low earner is strictly positive.
Also Lee and Saez (2012) and Gerritsen and Jacobs (2014) show that binding mini-
mum wages can add value to a non-linear earnings tax in a perfectly competitive labour
market. It is therefore worth stressing the main di¤erences. First, I do not assume ef-
cient rationing from the outset. Rather, e¢ cient rationing follows automatically from
the choices that individuals and rms make. Second, the reason why minimum wages
can be useful is their potential to deter mimicking. Although a classical mechanism, it
has not been described before.21 Third, the marginal tax rate for low earners remains
strictly positive and therefore subsidies to low earners (tax credits) and minimum wages
are not complementary.
4 Wage-contingent tax schemes
We have seen that minimum wages can usefully supplement a non-linear earnings tax
scheme. But if wages are observable, then tax schemes that depend non-linearly on wages
and earnings can be used as well. Section 4.1 shows that wage-contingent taxation is
superior to combining wage controls with non-linear earnings tax schemes. Section 4.2
introduces some new single crossing conditions. Section 4.3 characterizes the optimal
wage-contingent tax scheme.
20So, here we have wL = W^ (c

L; y

L;m
; L), wM = W^ (c

L; y

L;m
; H), and wH = W^ (c

H ; y

H ;m
; H).
21 In Lee and Saez (2012) minimum wages allow for more redistribution to subsidized low income
workers by blocking other potential workers to enter the low income job. In Gerritsen and Jacobs (2014)
minimum wages are useful if the gains from additional skill formation dominate the losses caused by
unemployment.
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4.1 Wage contingency is superior to wage controls
I follow Beaudry, Blackorby, and Szalay (2009) and introduce a wage-contingent earnings
tax scheme T with T (w; y) the tax (or subsidy, if negative) as a function of wages and
earnings.
With a nite number of types, choosing an optimal wage-contingent tax scheme T is
equivalent with directly choosing optimal extended bundles (cL; wL; yL) and (cH ; wH ; yH)
for each type subject to self-selection constraints and a budget constraint. As usual, the
self-selection constraints guarantee that the optimal extended bundles lie on the lower
contour of the individual worse-than sets such that the optimal bundles can be decen-
tralized via a wage-contingent earnings tax scheme T .
Pareto e¢ cient redistribution from high to low ability types via a wage-contingent
tax scheme corresponds therefore with the program
max
f(ci;wi;yi)g
v^(cL; wL; yL; L) subject to (10)
v^(cH ; wH ; yH ; H)  v, (11)
v^(cH ; wH ; yH ; H)  v^(cL; wL; yL; H), (12)
nL(yL   cL) + nH(yH   cH)  R0. (13)
The interpretation of the constraints is the same as before.22
Adding wage controls as constraints to the problem cannot improve redistribution,
at the contrary. Because wages are now policy instruments, wage controls would re-
strict them and would therefore be harmless at best, but clearly harmful if binding.
Proposition 3a summarizes.23
Proposition 3a. If a wage-contingent earnings tax scheme can be optimally set, then
binding wage controls can only harm redistribution and should not be introduced.
4.2 Single crossing conditions
Before we characterize the optimal wage-contingent tax scheme, it is important to study
single crossing conditions in more detail. Such conditions tell us how the di¤erent choices
made by individuals with di¤erent ability types relate to each other. I look at two
22The single crossing conditions (discussed in the next section) guarantee that pooling providing the
same bundle (c; w; y) for both types cannot be Pareto e¢ cient. Again, only the self-selection constraint
of the high type will be binding at the optimum.
23Note that binding labour controls binding restrictions on y=w are harmful as well.
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di¤erent ways to address this question and provide a summary at the end. The impatient
reader can go directly to the summary in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.1 Conditioning on wages and labour hours
Figure 4 repeats Figure 1. The job choice at the intersection of the conditional curves is
assumed to be the choice of the low ability type. The question is: where will the choice
of the high ability type be?
Figure 4: Job choice conditional on wages and labour hours
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Job choice will change with type depending on how the conditional wage and labour
curves W and L change with type (so, depending on the sign of W 0 and L
0
).
Dene the marginal rate of substitution of consumption for wage (MRSW ) and the
marginal rate of substitution of consumption for labour (MRSL) as
MRSW (c; w; `; ) =  v
0
w(c; w; `; )
v0c(c; w; `; )
and MRSL(c; w; `; ) =  v
0
`(c; w; `; )
v0c(c; w; `; )
: (14)
Single crossing conditions restrict the sign of MRSW 0 and MRSL
0
. For example, the
condition MRSW 0 < 0 means that higher ability types always need to be compensated
less in consumption for a small increase in wages, and thus e¤ort. As a consequence, they
will always choose higher (conditional) wages, ceteris paribus (W 0 > 0). Similarly, the
condition MRSL0 > 0 means that higher ability types always need to be compensated
more in consumption for a small increase in labour hours and they will therefore always
choose lower (conditional) labour hours, ceteris paribus (L0 < 0).
We obtain four possible combinations of single crossing conditions. Each combination
corresponds with one of the four cases indicated in Figure 4. Case 1 (MRSW 0 < 0 and
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MRSL0 < 0) is the classical case where higher ability types always end up with higher
earnings as they choose to work more hours at higher wages. Case 4 (MRSW 0 > 0
and MRSL0 > 0) is the opposite case where higher ability types have lower earnings
through lower wages and lower labour hours. Case 2 (MRSW 0 < 0 and MRSL
0
 > 0)
and case 3 (MRSW 0 > 0 and MRSL
0
 < 0) are ambiguous in terms of earnings.
4.2.2 Conditioning on earnings
Proposition 3a tells us that wage controls are superuous. I look here again at the
problem described by equation (4) or (5), but now without the minimum wage constraint
(i.e., m = 0). More precisely, given an amount of net and gross earnings c and y, what
is the bestjob (w; `) for an individual with type  to raise an amount of gross earnings
equal to y? The solution, denoted W^ (c; y; ) and L^(c; y; ) with slight abuse of notation,24
follows from
max
w;`0
v(c; w; `; ) subject to w` = y:
Figure 5 shows the iso-earnings curve, i.e., all possible combinations of wages and
labour hours that raise the amount of gross earnings y. It also shows two iso-utility
curves for the low type, being, all possible combinations of wages and labour hours that
lead to the same utility level according to the low type (and given an amount of net
earnings c). The best conditional job choice can be found where the iso-utility curve is
just tangent to the iso-earnings curve.
Figure 5: Job choice conditional on earnings
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24 In the old notation, the solutions are W^ (c; y; 0; ) and L^(c; y; 0; ); I simply drop the zero for the
minimum wage in the sequel.
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Using the denition of the function v^, the solution for the best conditional wage
W^ (c; y; ) also follows from
max
w0
v^(c; w; y; ); (15)
and L^(c; y; ) is then simply equal to y=W^ (c; y; ).
The question is: where will the conditional choices of the high type locate compared
to the low type? Because W^ 0 and L^
0
 have opposite signs by denition, I focus on
W^ 0 only. The marginal rate of substitution of consumption for wages according to v^
(MRSW^ ) is dened as
MRSW^ (c; w; y; ) =   v^
0
w(c; w; y; )
v^0c(c; w; y; )
(16)
Single crossing conditions restrict the sign of MRSW^ 0. We end up with two possible
cases, denoted by a and b in Figure 5. In case a (MRSW^ 0 < 0) individuals with a higher
ability type always have a lower marginal rate of substitution of consumption for wages
(according to v^), so they will always choose a higher wage rate conditional on earnings
(W^ 0 > 0) and thus a lower amount of labour hours (L^
0
 < 0). The opposite (W^
0
 < 0 and
L^0 > 0) holds in case b (MRSW^
0
 > 0).
One can now address the nal question: when will higher ability types choose
higher earnings? Redene the indirect utility function as v^ : (c; y; ) 7! v^(c; y; ) 
v^(c; W^ (c; y; ); y; ) and the marginal rate of substitution of consumption for earnings
according to v^ is
MRSY^ (c; y; ) =   v^
0
y (c; y; )
v^0c (c; y; )
;
We end up with two possible cases. If the higher ability type always requires less com-
pensation in terms of net earnings for a small increase in gross earnings (MRSY^ 0 < 0),
then the higher ability type will choose a job with higher earnings. If not (MRSY^ 0 > 0),
then the higher ability type will choose lower earnings.
4.2.3 Summary
Figure 6 shows the job choice of the low ability type at the intersection of his conditional
wage and labour curves. Figure 6 also draws the iso-earnings curve for the low type, i.e.,
all combinations of wages and labour that would lead to the same earnings as the low
type (denoted by y(L) = w(L)`(L)). The iso-earnings curve divides the space in lower
earnings (case ) and higher earnings (case +) compared to the low type.
Figure 6 has six zones (1+, 2 , 2+, 3 , 3+ and 4 ) and two illustrative cases on the
iso-earnings curve (a and b).
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Figure 6: Job choice of the low and high ability type
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As before, it is natural to assume that a high ability type always chooses a job with
higher earnings (case + characterized by MRSY^ 0 < 0). This choice is not compatible
with zone 4  (characterized by MRSW 0 > 0 and MRSL
0
 > 0) in Figure 6.
In addition, the marginal rates of substitution in equation (14) are linked to the
marginal rate of substitution in equation (16). Using the denition of v^, it is easy to
verify that
MRSW^ (c; w;w`; ) =MRSW (c; w; `; ) MRSL(c; w; `; ) `
w
: (17)
Di¤erentiating both sides with respect to type, we obtain
MRSW^ 0(c; w;w`; ) =MRSW
0
(c; w; `; ) MRSL0(c; w; `; )
`
w
:
As a consequence, case 2 (MRSW 0 < 0 and MRSL
0
 > 0) is not compatible with case b
(MRSW^ 0 > 0) and case 3 (MRSW
0
 > 0 and MRSL
0
 < 0) is not compatible with case
a (MRSW^ 0 < 0).
Of the sixteen potential combinations of single crossing conditions only four are left.
Table 1 summarizes these combinations and indicates the corresponding cases.
In the next and nal section, I will look at the properties of an optimal wage-contingent
tax scheme in each of the four cases.
4.3 Results
I focus on a wage-contingent earnings tax scheme T : (w; y) 7! T (w; y). For the inter-
pretation however, it is convenient to also introduce an alternative, but informationally
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Table 1: Possible combinations of single crossing conditions
MRSY^ 0 < 0 MRSW
0
 < 0 MRSW
0
 > 0
case + MRSL0 < 0
case 1
MRSL0 > 0
case 2
MRSL0 < 0
case 3
MRSL0 > 0
case 4
MRSW^ 0 < 0
case a
(1+; a) (2+; a) (iii) (i)
MRSW^ 0 > 0
case b
(1+; b) (ii) (3+; b) (i)
Combining cases (i) 4 with +, (ii) 2 with b, and (iii) 3 with a is not possible
equivalent labour-contingent earnings tax scheme t : (y; `) 7! t(y; `), as was originally
suggested by Mirrlees (1971). Let us discuss four policies.
To start with, T 0w(w; y) and t0`(y; `) are the marginal tax rates for wages and labour
hours conditional on earnings. For example, if T 0w(w; y) is positive, then individuals with
the same earnings, but slightly higher wages must pay more taxes. Because both tax
rates are conditional on earnings, they will be especially useful to deter mimicking if
mimickers prefer to raise the same earnings with a di¤erent wage-labour mix. For later
use, note that the sign of t0`(y; `) is the opposite of T
0
w(w; y).
25 So, an earnings-conditional
marginal wage tax (T 0w(w; y) > 0) corresponds with an earnings-conditional marginal
labour subsidy (t0`(y; `) < 0) at the optimum and vice-versa.
Two other policies of interest are a labour tax and a wage tax, whose signs depend on
T 0y(w; y) and t0y(y; `). For example, if T 0y(w; y) is positive, then individuals with the same
wage, but slightly higher earnings must pay more taxes. For a given wage rate, higher
earnings are possible only by choosing higher labour hours, so, we call T 0y(w; y) > 0 a
labour tax and T 0y(w; y) < 0 a labour subsidy. For the same reason, t0y(y; `) > 0 is a
wage tax and t0y(y; `) < 0 a wage subsidy. For later use, note that the marginal wage
tax t0y(y; `) can be expressed in terms of the wage-contingent tax scheme as26
t0y(y; `) = T
0
w(y=`; y)=`+ T
0
y(y=`; y): (18)
Let us now go back to the problem of the planner displayed in equations (10)-(13)
and show the main results for the earnings-conditional marginal wage and labour tax
25To see this, di¤erentiate both sides of t(y; `) = T (y=`; y) with respect to `.
26To see this, di¤erentiate both sides of t(y; `) = T (y=`; y) with respect to y.
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T 0w and t0`, the marginal labour tax T
0
y, and the marginal wage tax t
0
y.
Pareto e¢ cient redistribution from the high to the low type usually implies that
the high type remains undistorted at the margin. This result remains to be true for
wage-contingent tax schemes.
Proposition 3b. The earnings-conditional marginal wage tax (T 0w) and the marginal
labour tax (T 0y) must be equal to zero for the high type at the optimum (T 0w(wH ; y

H) = 0
and T 0y(wH ; y

H) = 0).
If high ability types always choose higher wages for the same earnings, then scally
discouraging a choice of higher wages will deter mimicking and enhances redistributive
e¢ ciency. The deterring role played by wage controls in the previous section is taken
over here by earnings-conditional wage or labour taxation. Proposition 3c summarizes.
Proposition 3c. Taxing wages (resp. labour hours) conditional on earnings for the low
type, i.e., T 0w(wL; y

L) > 0 (resp. t
0
`(y

L; `

L) > 0) will enhance redistributive e¢ ciency if
high ability types always prefer to work at higher wage rates (resp. higher labour hours)
for the same earnings, i.e., if MRSW^ 0 < 0 (resp. MRSW^
0
 > 0) holds.
If high ability types always choose higher labour hours for the same wage rate
(MRSL0 < 0), then it will be optimal to tax labour at the margin (and vice-versa).
Similarly, if high ability types always choose higher wage rates for the same amount of
labour hours (MRSW 0 < 0), then it will be optimal to tax wages at the margin (and
vice-versa).
Proposition 3d. Taxing (resp. subsidizing) labour for the low type, i.e., T 0y(wL; y

L) > 0
(resp. T 0y(wL; y

L) < 0) is optimal if high ability types always choose higher labour hours
for the same wage rate, i.e., if MRSL0 < 0 (resp. MRSL
0
 > 0) holds.
Proposition 3e. Taxing (resp. subsidizing) wages for the low type, i.e., t0y(yL; `

L) > 0
(resp. t0y(yL; `

L) < 0) is optimal if high ability types always choose higher wage rates for
the same amount of labour hours, i.e., MRSW 0 < 0 (resp. MRSW
0
 > 0) holds.
To nish this section, Table 2 plugs in the di¤erent results of Proposition 3 for the
low earners in Table 1.
Although ultimately an empirical question, case b seems unlikely. Therefore, if case
a holds, we are left with two possibilities, called (1+; a) and (2+; a) before. In both
cases, an earnings-conditional wage tax or equivalently, an earnings-conditional labour
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Table 2: An overview of the results for the low earners
MRSY^ 0 < 0 MRSW
0
 < 0 MRSW
0
 > 0
case + MRSL0 < 0
case 1
MRSL0 > 0
case 2
MRSL0 < 0
case 3
MRSL0 > 0
case 4
wage tax j yL wage tax j yL
MRSW^ 0 < 0
case a
wage tax wage tax (iii) (i)
labour tax labour subsidy
labour tax j yL labour tax j yL
MRSW^ 0 > 0
case b
wage tax (ii) wage subsidy (i)
labour tax labour tax
Combining cases (i) 4 with +, (ii) 2 with b, and (iii) 3 with a is not possible
subsidy is optimal. So, individuals who earn a low income with a higher wage rate (and
thus a lower amount of labour hours) will pay more taxes. In addition, if case (2+; a)
applies, then an unconditional labour subsidy is optimal, i.e., marginally subsidizing the
earnings of individuals with both low earnings and low wages.27
Both results point in the direction of (earnings-conditional) labour subsidies rather
than wage subsidies.28 They can be used to justify the tax credit schemes implemented in
Belgium and France (eligibility based on low earnings and a low wage rate) and Ireland,
New Zealand, and the United Kingdom (eligibility based on low earnings and su¢ cient
labour hours which implies a low wage rate for the same earnings). In contrast, classical
tax credits subsidizing the earnings of the working poor irrespective of the margin they
use to earn more can never be optimal.
27Figure 6 reveals indeed that in case (2+; a) the low type has both lower earnings and a lower wage
rate compared to the high type.
28Because case a is needed to justify minimum labour requirements and case b to justify minimum
wages, one could similarly state that both results point in the direction of minimal labour rather than
minimum wage controls.
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5 Conclusion
I analyze wage policies in a perfectly competitive labour market. Jobs in the labour
market are described by their intensity (labour e¤ort) and duration (labour hours).
Some interesting implications result.
First, the theoretical relation between minimum wages and employment turns out
to be more complicated than in the standard neoclassical textbook model. Employment
rst increases for su¢ ciently small binding minimum wages, but decreases afterwards.
Although not the main aim of the current paper, it is a striking result that is worth
investigating further in my view. For example, the demand side in the current version
of the model is rather primitive as it assumes a perfectly elastic demand for each job. It
could be interesting to develop a compensating wage di¤erential model in the spirit of
Rosen (1986) to allow for richer general equilibrium e¤ects.
Second, wage policies can add value to an optimal non-linear earnings tax scheme.
Not all wage policies are on the same footing, however. In theory, wage-contingent
earnings taxation is superior to the combination of wage controls and classical earnings
taxation. Yet, it is not clear at this stage whether such schemes can be implemented
without excessive tax evasion. On the one hand, Banks and Diamond (2010) correctly
point out that rms and workers could agree to report the same gross earnings to the
tax authorities, but a di¤erent combination of wages and labour hours and share the
reduced tax burden. On the other hand, Kleven, Kreiner, and Saez (2009) show that
whistleblowing can be a successful mechanism to reduce tax evasion even with low
penalties and low audit rates.
Finally, the current paper provides qualitative results only. Quantitative results could
supplement the current analysis, but require a structural labour supply model that goes
beyond the usual labour hours margin (see, e.g., Aaberge and Columbino, 2014 for
an overview). Such an estimated structural model could allow for example to verify
the impact of minimum wages on employment, to design optimal wage policies, and
to quantify the realized welfare gains overl classical taxation. This is left for future
research.
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6 Proof of Lemma 1
Recall the function v dened as v(w; `; ) = v(w`;w; `; ). The unique interior best
job for a given ability type  must satisfy the rst and second-order conditions of the
problem maxw;`0 v(w; `; ), being
v0w(w; `; ) = 0; (19)
v0`(w; `; ) = 0; (20)
and
v00w(w; `; ) < 0; (21)
v00w(w; `; )v
00
` (w; `; )  [v00w`(w; `; )]2 > 0: (22)
For later use, note that the second order conditions (21) and (22) imply
v00` (w; `; ) < 0; (23)
at the optimum. For a given ability type , the unique interior best choice of a wage
rate conditional on an amount of labour hours must satisfy the rst and second-order
conditions of the problem maxw0 v(w; `; ), being equations (19) and (21). Similarly,
the unique interior best choice of an amount of labour hours conditional on a wage
rate for a given ability type  must satisfy the rst and second-order conditions of the
problem max`0 v(w; `; ), being equations (20) and (23). Because the global solution
(w(); `()) satises equations (19)-(23), it must also be a solution to each of the condi-
tional problems, so
w() =W (`(); ) and `() = L(w(); ); (24)
which is equation (1).
The conditional wage, denoted W (`; ), must satisfy equation (19), so
v0w(W (`; ); `; ) = 0:
Di¤erentiating both sides w.r.t. ` leads to
W 0`(`; ) =  
v00w`(W (`; ); `; )
v00w(W (`; ); `; )
: (25)
Similarly, the conditional labour hours L(w; ) must satisfy equation (20), so
v0`(w;L(w; ); ) = 0:
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Di¤erentiating both sides w.r.t. w leads to
L0w(w; ) =  
v00w`(w;L(w; ); )
v00` (w;L(w; ); )
: (26)
Evaluating expressions (25) and (26) at the global solution (w(); `()) and using equa-
tion (24) leads to
W 0`(`(); ) =  
v00w`(w(); `(); )
v00w(w(); `(); )
and L0w(w(); ) =  
v00w`(w(); `(); )
v00` (w(); `(); )
:
Multiplying both terms yields
W 0`(`(); )  L0w(w(); ) =
[v00w`(w(); `(); )]
2
v00w(w(); `(); )  v00` (w(); `(); )
:
The second-order conditions (21), (22), and (23) establish therefore that
0 < W 0`(`(); )  L0w(w(); ) < 1: (27)
To obtain equation (2), it su¢ ces to show that the combination W 0`(`(); ) < 0 and
L0w(w(); ) < 0 is not possible. We proceed by contradiction, i.e., supposeW 0`(`(); ) <
0 and L0w(w(); ) < 0 holds at the optimum. Let L 1 be the inverse of L with respect
to w; then, the right-hand side inequality in equation (2) can be rewritten as
W 0`(`(); ) < L
 10
w (`(); ):
Because W 0` and L
0
w (and thus also L
 10
w ) are negative at the optimum, W must cut
L from below. Figure 7 illustrates the conditional wage curve, the conditional labour
curve, and the best job at the (middle) intersection of both curves.
Figure 7: Job choice - a contradiction
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By assumption, we have W (`; ) = 0 for ` = 0, W (`; ) > 0 for ` > 0, and W continuous
in `. The same is true for L, i.e., L(w; ) = 0 for w = 0, L(w; ) > 0 for w > 0, and L
continuous in w. Therefore, there exists at least two other crossings of the conditional
curves, illustrated in Figure 7 by the intersections to the left and right of the middle one.
However, the assumptions that the function v is strictly quasi-concave and (w(); `())
is a unique and interior maximum implies that the function v must be single peaked in
wages and in labour hours. Any other intersection of the conditional curves corresponds
with a minimum or maximum in at least one direction, contradicting singlepeakedness.
Proof of Proposition 2
Before analyzing the program of the planner, consider the job choice problem in equation
(5). The solution W^ (c; y;m; ) must satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker conditions
v^0w(c; W^ (c; y;m; ); y; ) +  = 0; (28)
(W^ (c; y;m; ) m) = 0; (29)
with  the Lagrange multiplier. We must have
v^0m(c; y;m; ) = v^
0
w(c; W^ (c; y;m; ); y; )W^
0
m(c; y;m; ) =  W^ 0m(c; y;m; ) =  ; (30)
where the rst step follows from di¤erentiating both sides of v^(c; y;m; ) = v^(c; W^ (c; y;m; ); y; )
with respect to m, the second step from equation (28), and the last step from di¤eren-
tiating equation (29) with respect to m. In words, v^0m(c; y;m; ) =   tells us that the
Lagrange multiplier is the marginal utility cost of increasing the minimum wage: it is
zero if the minimum wage is not binding and strictly positive otherwise.
The program of the planner is
max
f(ci;yi)g;m
v^(cL; yL;m; L) subject to
v^(cH ; yH ;m; H)  v  0; ()
v^(cH ; yH ;m; H)  v^(cL; yL;m; H)  0; ()
nL(yL   cL) + nH(yH   cH) R0  0: ()
I use , , and  as the (strictly positive) Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the
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di¤erent constraints.29 The rst-order conditions (w.r.t. cL; yL; cH ; yH ;m) are
v^0c (cL; yL;m; L)  v^0c (cL; yL;m; H)  nL = 0; (31)
v^0y (cL; yL;m; L)  v^0y (cL; yL;m; H) + nL = 0; (32)
(+ )v^0c (cH ; yH ;m; H)  nH = 0; (33)
(+ )v^0y (cH ; yH ;m; H) + nH = 0; (34)
 L   (+ )H + M = 0; (35)
with
L =  v^0m(cL; yL;m; L);
M =  v^0m(cL; yL;m; H);
H =  v^0m(cH ; yH ;m; H);
the Lagrange multipliers of the individual problem derived via equation (30).
Let (c0L; y
0
L) and (c
0
H ; y
0
H) denote the second-best redistribution scheme without min-
imum wages (m = 0) and let w0L = W^ (c
0
L; y
0
L; 0; L), w
0
M = W^ (c
0
L; y
0
L; 0; H), and
w0H = W^ (c
0
H ; y
0
H ; 0; H) be the corresponding preferred wage rates of the low type,
the mimicking high type, and the high type. The left-hand side of equation (35) is the
change in the maximand the utility of the low type in our problem by changing the
minimum wage. So, if w0M < minfw0L; w0Hg holds, then at m = w0M , we have
@L()
@m

m=w0M
= M =  v^0m(c0L; y0L; w0M ; H) > 0;
with L() the Lagrange function. In words, introducing a binding minimum wage en-
hances redistribution by relaxing the self-selection constraint  (Proposition 2a).
As a consequence of Proposition 2a, no binding minimum wage (L = M = H = 0)
cannot be a solution. It is then easy to verify that the rst-order condition (35) requires
that we must have M > 0 and (L > 0 or H > 0) at the optimum. In words,
the mimicker and at least one other type will be bound by the minimum wage at the
optimum (Proposition 2b).
Finally, assume there exists a di¤erentiable tax scheme  as a function of earnings.
The rst-order condition for maximizing v^(y  (y); y;m; ) w.r.t. y links the marginal
tax rate to the marginal rate of substitution (Stiglitz, 1982), being
 0(y) = 1 +
v^0y (c; y;m; )
v^0c (c; y;m; )
; (36)
29All inequality constraints can be assumed to be binding (in case of ) or have to be binding (in case
of  and ) at the second-best optimum.
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with c = y   (y). Using equation (36) together with equations (33)-(34) we obtain
directly
 0(yH) = 1 +
v^0y (cH ; yH ;m; H)
v^0c (cH ; yH ;m; H)
= 0:
Similarly, use equation (36) together with equations (31)-(32) to obtain
 0(yL) =   nL
v^0c (cL; yL;m; H)
[MRSY^ (cL; yL;m; H) MRSY^ (cL; yL;m; L)]: (37)
The single crossing condition MRSY^ 0 < 0 implies that the right hand side of equation
(37) is strictly positive. In brief, the high type is not distorted at the margin, while the
low type faces a strictly positive marginal tax rate at the optimum (Proposition 2c).
Proof of Proposition 3
Consider the program
max
f(ci;wi;yi)g
v^(cL; wL; yL; L) subject to
v^(cH ; wH ; yH ; H)  v  0, ()
v^(cH ; wH ; yH ; H)  v^(cL; wL; yL; H)  0, ()
nL(yL   cL) + nH(yH   cH) R0  0. ()
Using , , and  as the Lagrange multipliers of the corresponding constraints, the
rst-order conditions (w.r.t. cL; wL; yL; cH ; wH ; yH) become
v^0c(cL; wL; yL; L)  v^0c(cL; wL; yL; H)  nL = 0 (38)
v^0w(cL; wL; yL; L)  v^0w(cL; wL; yL; H) = 0 (39)
v^0y(cL; wL; yL; L)  v^0y(cL; wL; yL; H) + nL = 0 (40)
(+ )v^0c(cH ; wH ; yH ; H)  nH = 0 (41)
(+ )v^0w(cH ; wH ; yH ; H) = 0 (42)
(+ )v^0y(cH ; wH ; yH ; H) + nH = 0 (43)
In addition, with a di¤erentiable wage-contingent tax scheme, the rst-order conditions
for maximizing v^(y   T (w; y); w; y; ) again link the marginal tax rates to the marginal
rates of substitution, more precisely
T 0w(w; y) =
v^0w(c; w; y; )
v^0c(c; w; y; )
and T 0y(w; y) = 1 +
v^0y(c; w; y; )
v^0c(c; w; y; )
; (44)
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using c = y   T (w; y).
Using equation (44) together with equations (41)-(43) we obtain directly
T 0w(wH ; yH) =
v^0w(cH ; wH ; yH ; H)
v^0c(cH ; wH ; yH ; H)
= 0 and T 0y(wH ; yH) = 1 +
v^0y(cH ; wH ; yH ; H)
v^0c(cH ; wH ; yH ; H)
= 0;
for the high type (Proposition 3b).
Using equation (44) together with equations (38) and (39), we get
T 0w(wL; yL) =  
v^0c(cL; wL; yL; H)
nL
[MRSW^ (cL; wL; yL; H) MRSW^ (cL; wL; yL; L)]:
(45)
The sign of T 0w(wL; yL) is inversely related to the sign of MRSW^ 0 (Proposition 3c).
Using equation (44) together with equations (38) and (40), we get
T 0y(wL; yL) =  
v^0c(cL; wL; yL; H)
nLwL
[MRSL(cL; wL;
yL
wL
; H) MRSL(cL; wL; yL
wL
; L)];
(46)
where I use the denition of v^, being v^(c; w; y; ) = v(c; w; y=w; ). The sign of T 0y(wL; yL)
is therefore inversely related to the sign of MRSL0 (Proposition 3d).
Finally, recall from equation (18) that t0y(y; `) is equal to T 0w(y=`; y)=` + T 0y(y=`; y).
Plugging in equations (45) and (46) and using equation (17), one obtains
t0y(yL; `L) =  
v^0c(cL;
yL
`L
; yL; H)
nL`L
[MRSW (cL;
yL
`L
; `L; H) MRSW (cL; yL
`L
; `L; L)]:
So, the sign of t0y(yL; `L) is inversely related to the sign of MRSW 0 (Proposition 3e).
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